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The Commission released a proposal for a new energy
infrastructure regulation, paving the way for the implementation
by 2020 of twelve trans-European infrastructure priority corridors
and areas. The regulation introduces clear rules to identify and
deploy "Projects of Common Interest". Key elements of the
proposal are also faster, easier and more transparent permit
granting procedures for projects of common interest.
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00:00:20 General views of existing
infrastructure at
Karacabey gas pigging
station and
Turkey-Greece gas
pipeline under
construction (a 211 km
stretch between Bursa,
Karacabey and Ipsala):
various locations along
the pipeline route and
different aspects of the
construction process,
Turkey, 07/2009 (10
shots)
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00:00:59 Drilling platform;
"Methania" methane
tanker heading towards
its destination, Norway,
2002
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00:01:08 Hassi R'Mel liquified
natural gas (LNG)
production site, Algeria,
2004 (2 shots)
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00:01:17 Cengechal oil terminal
(Baku-Ceyhan),
Azerbaijan, 2008 (4
shots)
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00:01:36 BCT project with a
oil-tanker, Turkey,
10/2008 (2 shots)
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00:01:44 Oil and gas extraction,
Baku, Azerbaijan, 2008
(10 shots)
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00:02:28 PPC (Public Power
Corporation) electricity
plant with workers,
Lavrion, just south of
Athens and electric
pylons near electricity
plant, Greece, 2007 (4
shots)
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00:02:45 Various shots showing
the SeaGen turbine and
its twin rotor blades,
Ireland, 2009 (3 shots)
The SeaGen tidal turbine
is the first tidal turbine of
its size in the world, to
provide renewable
electricity on a
commercial scale.
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00:03:01 Wind turbine parks in
Navarra, Spain; Offshore
wind turbines in
Denmark, 12/2006 (5
shots)
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00:03:21 Electricity networks: high
tension lines and men
working on it, France,
06/2004
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00:03:35 Use of electricity in a
supermarket: a
computerised system
controls the lighting,
fridges and, in the
evening, when the clients
have left, it reduces the
lighting and consumes
less energy, France,
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less energy, France,
04/2011 (8 shots)
00:03:54 Various shots showing
energy households uses:
women using a gas
cooker and a microwave,
women using electric
cooker and turning on
heating, consumer
lighting a boiler, gas
meter, electricity meter
(30 shots)
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